Announcement Volunteer positions for the Exhibition Hall.

Application deadline: Until filling the vacancy

Starting time: Immediately

Duration: 2-3 months

The Charles Darwin Foundation is at the forefront of preserving and promoting biodiversity in the Galápagos Islands. Our Exhibition Hall serves as a gateway for visitors to learn about our work here on the islands, not only our current projects but also about our past.

Opportunity:

As Visitor Center hosts, you will be the face of CDF, engaging with tourist from all over the world. Your responsibilities will include promoting our work here in the Galapagos, and providing a positive and educational experience for all who come through our doors.

As a volunteer, you are not required to know everything about the Galapagos and the Charles Darwin Foundation. This is where our dedicated staff and scientists play a crucial role: We are well-equipped to provide you with a thorough introduction to our past, present projects, along with detailed insights into the history of the Galapagos. Additionally, we actively encourage you to engage in independent learning by connecting with our scientists who possess in-depth knowledge of their respective projects. We encourage you to explore our collections and library to further your understanding of our foundation.

Responsibilities:

- Promote the works of the Charles Darwin Foundation.
- Engage with visitors, creating excitement and interest in CDF's initiatives.
- Collect essential visitor data and emails, enabling the foundation to stay connected with its audience.
- Provide information on ways visitors can support the foundation.
- Gather feedback to better the visitor experience.

Required profile:

- Fluent in English.
- Passion for conservation and environmental issues.
- People skills.
- Public speaking.
- Quick learner.
**Terms:**

The volunteer reports directly to the Marketing & Communications team and will comply with the daily working schedule.

The successful candidate will be based at the Charles Darwin Foundation Research Station (CDRS) on Santa Cruz Island, Galapagos, Ecuador.

A volunteer assignment with CDF does not imply a continuing relationship with the volunteer beyond the expected duration of the assignment. The CDF will negotiate the entry permits to Galapagos, but will require the cooperation of the volunteer in their country of residence for coordination with the appropriate Ecuadorian embassy that grants the visa. CDF will not process a visa in excess of the expected duration of the assignment.

**How to apply?**

For additional information and those interested in this position should send their application form and attachments by e-mail to the following address vol@fcdarwin.org.ec.

Please refer to this page for information about other requirements and application instructions: www.darinfoundation.org.ec